
PEOPLE

All attendees can be found here. Here you can

easily see your top matches based on the interests

and intents chosen during the registration

process. Also, you can see the recently joined

attendees (Newest) and can bookmark people

interested in follow-ups or suggest a meeting

post-event. You can also use the Filter to find

people per interest and intent to explore the list of

people you can meet with. 

From the People's page, you can also suggest

meetings to others whether they have common

interests or not. You can connect with anyone who

has open available meeting slots in their profile.

Select a profile, choose an available time, and

send a meeting request to start the discussion. 

Networking hours are limited, so remember to be

active in sending meeting requests.

When you receive a meeting request from a fellow

attendee, check the invitation. When you see that

the request is right and meaningful for you, accept

the meeting request. If not, please take actions

accordingly (Decline or Reschedule).  

When you have created and completed your profile on Brella, you get access

to the event page. We have gathered some basic features to help you with

using it.

In the picture, you can see the event page's main menu. The contents of the

sections are explained in the text.
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SCHEDULE 

On this page, you have access to the event's

agenda. You can search and filter sessions and

networking time slots and set your networking

availability after registration to allow other

participants to send meeting requests before and

during the event. 

SPEAKERS

Get to know the speakers here. 

STREAM (NOT VISIBLE YET)

Access to the event's content (live stream). This

section will appear closer to the event when the

stream is available.

VIRTUAL BOOTHS

Would you like to hear more about a specific

service? Are you looking for partners? This is the

place to check. Here you can find certain

organizations and services that can help you find

the right service if you are planning your next

steps in international recruitment (Services for

Companies) or services and best practices on

your employment or integration path (Talent

Employment & Integration Boosters).
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BREAKOUT SESSION

Session on Wednesday 23.11.2022 at 10-12: What do we, internationals, need in Finland

now? – Case Empower Wednesday, events by internationals for internationals will be

arranged here. Please note the limited number of virtual attendees - max. 200! 
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